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To: clerk.pcn@lacity.org

Thu, Apr 11,2019 at 12:31 PM

I am writing because I am concerned that a theater should not be allowed to sell alcoholic beverages for the following 
reasons:

There is a White Horse Bar nearby.
There is El Rincon Oxaqueno restaurant which also serves alcohol.

Given the above reasons it would create undue concentration of licenses in the area near Western Ave.

In addition, the sale of alcohol would create a law enforcement problem with workers seeking work outside of Home Depot 
nearby at the end of the day who have not gotten work and creates more unruliness exacerbated only with more alcohol 
available.

In general a theater should not be allowed to serve alcohol. Theaters such as the Los Feliz Theater, AMC theaters etc don't 
serve alcohol in pedestrian heavy zones near major intersections which can cause problems. Western Ave and Sunset Blvd 
(Western Corridor with a Metro Station) should remain friendly to restaurants and fast food places (like McDonalds which 
cater to children) and prevent drunkeness to allow problems to go down to the local subway metro station and create law 
enforcement problems underground. There has been crime associated with metro stations with rape at Sunset and Vermont 
Station causing extra police presence. Businesses nearby should not have to deal with security strain of having to cope with 
behaviors of drunk people disrupting family restaurants like Panda Express, Mcdonalds, Hawaiian Ono, and Ralphs 
supermarket and then calling the police to haul them off. In addition, potentially drunk people make local businesses clean 
up their mess of vomiting and not to mention Metro stations visited by a lot of people.
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